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alternate cover for ASIN B007J9PKVE Would you go to Hell to rescue the soul of the person you love most?
Jack Devins could have saved his 4-year-old daughter's life, but he was busy checking his work phone when
she died. Six months later, his life is falling apart. He's one bottle away from being a complete alcoholic mess.
His wife and teenage son are barely speaking to him. Then one night, he hears his dead daughter calling to him
from a NYC subway tunnel. He think's he's finally lost his mind - until a strange, disfigured vagrant tells Jack
the truth about Kelly's fate, and the subterranean, demon-infested realm Jack must visit by entering a very
special train tunnel from which he may never come back out alive. Jack has one chance for redemption, but it
will require the ultimate sacrifice. Guided by this mysterious vagrant, known only as "the burnt man," Jack's
nightmarish journey will test everything he's made of. It will also unleash a tragic chain of events that will put
his entire family at risk of joining him in Hell. ...un he can discover the dark and twisted secret of Trainland and return with his soul intact before it's too late. ------------------------- What readers are saying about
Trainland: "Freaky, weird, and twisted..." - "Strong characters...nonstop action...a great read with lots of twists
and turns." - "Like Dante mixed with Stephen King's Dark Tower books." - "An awesome and dark
experience." - "Gripping...Parts of this book made my skin crawl...realistic and chilling..." - "Overall, a
GREAT read." - "Creepy, thrilling, satisfying." - "I want more by this author." - "I could not force myself to

stop reading." - "A book I'll think about for a while...the best kind." - "Very unique...After many months, I still
think of this story" - "Terrifying."

